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PROCESS OF BECOMING
School Vision, Mission, Core Values
We are always being, but also in process of becoming.

Welcome to

Authenticity
Rigor
Inspiration
Success
Empowerment
At ARISE, we nurture, train, and discipline our school community to engage in a continuous
practice of developing mind, heart, and body towards a VISION where we actively rise up.
Agency and self-determination drive our struggle to improve our own material and social
conditions towards a more healthy, equitable, and just society.
The MISSION of ARISE High School is to empower ourselves with the skills, knowledge, and
agency to become highly educated, humanizing, critically conscious, intellectual, and reflective
leaders in our community.

CORE VALUES
RESPECT: Respect Self, Others, Your Words, Space
PERSEVERE: Persevere through uncertainty, challenge, & struggle
BUILD: Build discipline, knowledge, self-esteem, agency, community
LEAD: Lead with integrity, courage, and through action
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PROCESS OF BECOMING
Purpose of this Handbook
PURPOSE OF THIS HANDBOOK
This Handbook is intended to assist employees in becoming acquainted with ARISE. The goal of this
Handbook is to help you get settled as soon as possible. Please take a close look at it, as it explains our
employment guidelines. We hope that it serves as a useful reference document for employees throughout
their employment at ARISE. The Handbook neither implies nor establishes a contract between ARISE
and the employee. It is provided for your use as a ready reference and as a summary of our relevant ARISE
personnel policies.
You are required to read the entire Handbook and ask any questions that may arise for you to ensure that
you have a complete understanding of the material covered. Your signature on the last page of the
Handbook (the Acknowledgement Form) will signify your receipt and review of the Handbook. Should
you have any questions, concerns or suggestions regarding School policies, work conditions,
compensation or procedures, please contact one of the Directors immediately. We value your input and
encourage you to make suggestions and comments freely. Experience has shown that open
communication results in better work environments, better communication, and more positive attitudes.
ARISE will make every effort to respond effectively to all staff concerns.
Please understand that this Handbook only highlights our philosophies, policies, and procedures. It is
not exhaustive or all-inclusive, and must be read in conjunction with your individual employment
agreement. This handbook is a “living document,” and so circumstances will obviously require that some
policies, benefits, and practices described in this Handbook be changed from time to time.
Consequently, ARISE reserves the right to amend, supplement or rescind any provisions of this
Handbook, as it deems necessary at its sole and absolute discretion. As the policies are revised, updated
pages will be distributed to you. Please keep your Handbook available and insert the updated material
promptly so that your Handbook is current at all times.
This Handbook supersedes and replaces all previous personnel policies, practices, and guidelines.
ARISE High School will always exercise the necessary rights, authority, duties and responsibilities as
stated in the Charter. The adoption of policies, rules, regulations, and practices shall always follow both
the spirit and letter of the law of the State of California and the Charter of the school.
As we have created this Handbook as a service to you, please let us know of any suggestions about how
we can make it better. We want to create an environment of collegiality, where we all continue to grow
and get even better at what we do. Suggestions from the Crew at ARISE are important, and so we look
forward to hearing your ideas.
This Handbook is the property of the School. It is intended to act as a reference by employees of the
School. Circulation of this Handbook outside of the School requires the prior written approval of one of
the Principals. Employees should sign the acknowledgement form at the back of this Handbook, tear it
out, and return it to the Principal. This will provide the School with a record that each employee has
received this Handbook.
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PROCESS OF BECOMING
School History & Background
ARISE High School, a charter school within Oakland Unified School District, first opened its doors in
2007 as a partnership with Mills College with the following stated mission:
The mission of ARISE High School is to empower students with the skills and knowledge to
pursue higher education and become leaders in the world. ARISE High School will also provide
an environment for training educators to become leaders in secondary school reform.
ARISE High School is founded on the principles of supporting students to know and understand
themselves, to contribute to positive community transformation, and to develop the skills, knowledge,
and agency to be successful in college and the world beyond. The school was designed to serve primarily
low-income, first generation college-bound students from throughout the Oakland community.
Expanding on the 40 years of experience and success of the Mills College Upward Bound program,
ARISE High School wanted continue to graduate and send Oakland youth to college in record numbers
by having high expectations, excellent teaching, extensive academic, college and career support and
counseling, and caring, highly qualified educators.
ARISE began under the belief that learning best occurs when students are fully engaged participants in
their own education by being immersed in a challenging, college-prep curriculum that includes
knowledge of self, consciousness raising, project-based learning, service learning, a highly personalized
and supportive environment, and the use of the local community as an extended classroom.
Applying the tenets of the Coalition of Essential Schools, a 20 year old national school reform
organization founded by two of the country’s leading educators, Deborah Meier and Ted Sizer, ARISE
High School was designed to feature demanding, project-based academics as well as a community that
fosters a strong and nurturing school culture. It was envisioned that all students participate in extended
day activities, summer programs, internships, and local as well as long distance immersion experiences,
such as Outward Bound courses and international exchange programs.
ARISE High School was also conceived to serve as a training ground for educators at all points in their
careers. It was envisioned to work with student teachers and interns through institutional partners such
as Mills College and the Reach Institute for School Leadership, as well as foster the leadership of more
experienced teachers and school leaders.
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PROCESS OF BECOMING
Movement since 2012 Charter Renewal
Without a doubt, ARISE is in a process of becoming. It started out as a school built upon visionary
ideals, progressive school reform ideas, and strong heart. Since 2007, ARISE has been on a journey to
understand its identity and what it needs to become. It has struggled consistently with standardized tests,
creating sustainability with its programs, teachers, & processes, being appropriately consistent and
responsive towards school discipline & culture, managing finances that involved professional expertise
who could provide and maintain accurate information to be used for sound decision making, and with
developing a codified curriculum and instruction framework that appropriately and systematically
scaffolded up to rigorous performance assessments.
During 2011-2012 school year, with the full support of the California Charter Schools Association
(CCSA) and against the recommendation for non approval by the Oakland Unified School District
(OUSD) Office of Charter Schools, the OUSD Board of Directors unanimously voted in support of
ARISE High School’s Charter Renewal. In 2013, ARISE was granted a 6 year (re)accreditation by the
Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC). Areas of strength that were recognized through
the Charter Renewal and WASC process centered around:
 High college acceptance rate,
 Commitment to a high needs urban population consisting of black and brown students coming from
low income, English Language Learner, and immigrant households,
 Programming and attention towards school culture,
 Focus on student personalization, and
 Structured attention towards teacher development.
Areas for school improvements centered around
 Needed improvements in standardized test scores,
 Increasing structure and consistency with curriculum and instruction,
 Increasing structure and consistency with the supplementary programs highlighted in the original
charter (e.g. advisory, college seminars, internships, cultural immersion, extended day
programming, etc),
 Developing ongoing practices for data analysis,
 Developing structure with providing intervention, and
 Increasing financial sustainability.
The areas for improvement were not surprising, and so corrective actions were already based around
existing plans. A key strategy to mobilize the needed improvements was to build the capacity within
ARISE’s staff and partners to solve the problems that had been plaguing us. At the same time, ARISE
recognized that the original school mission was too vague and did not provide enough guidance to
determine how to improve its programs, while also staying focused on what programmatic components
were core and central to the mission. Consequently, the school vision, mission, and values were revised
to reflect clarity of pedagogy and purpose. As such, ARISE has taken both the recognized strengths and
critiques and has steadily prioritized making mission-aligned progress in the areas of 1) Curriculum, 2)
Instruction, 3) Student Support Services, 4) School Culture, and 5) Financial Management. As ARISE
HANDBOOK – ARISE HIGH SCHOOL 2013-2014
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moves towards its next round of Charter Renewal and WASC reaccreditation, strategies to make
improvements involve focusing around:
 Increasing focus with professional development around “understanding by design”, “assessment for
learning,” and developing a 4-year scope and sequence for each subject in alignment with our school
vision, mission, and values,
 Investing resources towards intensive curriculum development around Math and English Language
Arts,
 Increasing data driven instruction cycles towards improving Math and ELA standardized test scores,
 Building capacity and increasing structure for teacher development and instructional coaching,
 Building capacity for developing teacher and schoolwide practices around school/classroom culture,
 Strengthening student policies to increase consistency of school and classroom culture,
 Creating sustainable and clear structures and processes,
 Contracting with a high quality back office provider who could help ARISE resolve its financial
challenges and improve its overall office procedures
During the 2013-2014 school year with the help and support of numerous stakeholders, a 5-year
strategic plan with realistic measurements will be developed to provide clear direction as to how the
above strategies will be systematically employed towards achieving specific goals.
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PROCESS OF BECOMING
2013-2014 Organization Chart
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PROCESS OF BECOMING
2013-2014 Key Areas of Responsibility	
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Guiding Purpose
We believe that at the heart of good learning within a school is good teaching and culture building. In
order to manifest ARISE’s mission of cultivating teachers to become highly educated, humanizing,
critically conscious, intellectual, and reflective leaders in the teaching and learning professional
community, we believe we must actively and cohesively work to nurture ourselves and each other to
become critically-grounded, strong practitioners in our craft. To do that, we have 4 key mediators:
1. Disciplines of the Crew
2. The Roots of the ARISE Educator
3. The Instructional Leaders Circle, and
4. Professional Development.
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Disciplines of the Crew
Discipline, from the Latin, disciplina, meaning instruction, is how we train our power within
towards living up to something. As crew, we recognize the power between us, and that we all are
necessary. As crew, we move in harmony, in synchronicity. Our Disciplines of the Crew center our
powers within in order to harness our powers between. Through this collective power, we move
forward together with grace and integrity. These are our Disciplines of the Crew:
Like the seasons, time cannot be contained, yet everyone’s experience is contained within it.
Know the difference between your time, everyone’s time, & our time together. It’s important to be
present, on time, & focusing your mind on where your feet are.
Act like water, flowing through and around obstacles, and still always moving.
The strength of water is in its acceptance of the right now (Patience) while steadily moving forward
(Impatience). Accept the brutal facts right now, yet have the unwavering commitment to move through it
with integrity, equity, and solutions-orientation.
The river does not try to be the mountains.
Speak your truth. Act your truth. Be direct, honest, & open to critique, while being aware of who you
are, who you’re becoming, your impact to others, and how you live your words with love.
Listen to the wind to know which direction to move.
Listen with the intent to understand. Let action flow from understanding. Don’t get caught up in your
own response and missing an opportunity to learn from an interaction.
Lay the path carefully and lovingly stone by stone.
Things don’t happen with ease overnight. Be aware of your process of becoming. Be an active part of the
school’s process of becoming. Know where the 2 intersect, when you need help, and be ready to help
others.
Keep the power of the river growing with the streams that flow into it.
Keep the larger mission & purpose in mind. Our collective work is bigger than any one of us, but each of
us is still needed. Know each other. Build with each other. That will be our strength.
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Roots of the ARISE Educator	
  
The Roots of the ARISE Educator are central to what all teachers are expected to develop within
themselves in what they teach, how they teach it, how they interact with students, how they approach
challenges, and how they improve their own craft. At ARISE, cultivating the Roots of the ARISE
Educator within each of us is necessary for nurturing our students to rise up. Both teachers and
instructional leaders are expected to help each other grow from the Roots.
The Roots of the ARISE Educator is grounded in a humanizing critical pedagogy and guides professional
development at ARISE. The 4 Roots and their summaries can be found below. The most current version
of the details within each Root can be downloaded from the ARISE website.
 Humanizing Love: Develop and nurture the ways that you create and manifest the
humanizing conditions to act, interact, and react with your students and colleagues.
 Critical Consciousness & Indignation: Develop and nurture the ways in which you
self reflect and gain critical consciousness of what you teach, why you do it, and how you do it with
urgency, purpose, and direction.
 Teacher Intellectuals & Reflective Practitioners: Develop and nurture the
practices and urgency to learn from existing literature, research, and other practitioners, while also
regularly reflecting on your own practice in order to improve as an educator.
 Hustle, Layer, Flow: Develop and nurture the ways in which you actively support the
school’s growth by working effectively and productively in alignment with where the school currently
is and where it is going.
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Crew Accountability
We are adults and highly educated professionals working together in alignment around a specific vision,
mission, and set of values. The work we do and how we do it, whether as an individual or as a collective
has tremendous consequences to our students. As such, we have to be clear on what we must be
accountable for doing. At the same time, we have to accept the fact that we are working with the deeply
complex task of nurturing the human condition, so the work we do (and don’t do) cannot be reduced to a
simple, all-inclusive, and/or rigid set of responsibilities. Nonetheless, in addition to the specifics of
your particular job description, school cohesion, or other guidelines associated the school’s
processes and protocols, there are some basic things for what we must be accountable:
TIMELINESS

PARTICIPATION

COMMUNICATION

Starting the day:
 Even though classes start at
8:30am, you should not make
it a regular practice of getting
here just at 8:30am, unless you
have made some prior
arrangements with a school
leader
Teacher Office Hours:
 All teachers must have
explicitly communicated office
hours for providing additional
support to students.
Submitting attendance:
 Within first 10 minutes of class

Gatherings:
 Professional Development (this is not
a time to schedule personal
appointments), including Summer
Institute, weekly PD, staff work days,
semi-annual retreats
 Department & Grade Level meetings
 Collaborative student support
meetings such as Familia,
Coordination of Services, Student
Success Teams (SST), & IEP
meetings

Leaving early:
Communicate to at least the
following people:
 Both Co-Principals
 Office Manager
 School leader in charge of
whatever you will be
missing

Instruction:
 Subject matter courses
 Advisory
 Wednesday seminar
 Post Session
 Cesar Chavez Day
Events:
 RISE Up (weekly)
 Open House (1)
 Student Led Conferences (2)
 Exhibition Nights (2)
 Defense Week (2)
 Test administration
 Graduation
As Needed:
 Parent meetings
 Tutoring
 Home visits

Substitutes/Absences:
 Bank of substitutes (as
applies)
 Office Manager
 Both Co-Principals &
Assistant Principal
Discipline:
 Online mediation referral
form
 Assistant Principal
 Administrative Assistant
 Student’s parent

Deliverables (by stated due dates):
 Curriculum plans
 Class syllabi
 Progress reports
 Entering grades into
Powerschool
 Course/teacher evaluations
 Teacher evaluation
work/documentation
 Any agreed upon action items
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Substitute Policy
As much as possible, ARISE works to ensure classes run smooth and are filled with meaningful learning
even in the absence of the regular classroom teacher. As such, in order to
1. streamline the process for preparing for a substitute teacher,
2. help your substitute teacher & your students have a successful day in your absence, and
3. help you set yourself and your students up for success by having continuity when you return,
please use the Substitute Lesson Plan template when creating your substitute plans. Doing this will help
norm the consistency with what substitutes might expect and how the Administration can support
everyone.
Basic Protocol for needing/setting up a substitute if you know in ADVANCE:
1. Directly notify the Office Manager and copy the Admin Assistant, Both Co-Principals and the
Assistant Principal with your need for a substitute.
2. Put your need in the Google staff calendar.
3. Contact subs yourself, but ask for help from the Office Manager if needed. The Office Manager
will contact Teachers on Reserve if you are unable to secure a sub.
4. Once you find a sub, notify the Office Manager and update it in the calendar.
5. By the END of day BEFORE your absence, send a completed substitute lesson plan template*
along with any necessary resources/readings to the people identified in #1 above.
Basic Protocol for needing/setting up a last minute substitute (i.e. sick, family/personal emergency,
etc):
1. Directly notify the Office Manager and copy the Admin Assistant, Both Co-Principals and the
Assistant Principal with your need for a substitute.
2. As soon as possible, send a completed substitute lesson plan template (or your own format) along
with any necessary resources/readings to the people identified in #1. If you send your own
format, please make sure you do your best to edit your plan and contextualize what you need the
sub to do.
* If you have a comprehensive & easy to understand format, you can still use yours as long as it meets the
basic criteria for a substitute lesson plan (read the Considerations section in the template).
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Substitute Policy
SUBSTITUTE LESSON PLAN TEMPLATE
(available for download in the staff shared drive)
CLASS:
PERIOD(S):
DATE:

SETUP
PREPARE:

LEARNING TARGETS:
Start
Time

Duration

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

DESCRIPTION
Papers/Handouts:
Copies:
Materials:
Board:

Lesson
Component*
Do Now

Description

Clean Up
Dismiss
*CONSIDERATIONS as you create your plan(s) for the substitute:
1. Try to limit the amount of components to no more than 3 (SSR is not included).
2. Remember, your substitute needs INSTRUCTIONS, so please describe how they can explain what
you want your students to do.
3. Be explicit with where things are in your classroom and where you want the substitute to put things.
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Fieldwork
As part of our vision and mission at ARISE, we place value on authenticity. Relevant skills to make real
products for real audiences at real events. We do NOT do “field trips,” we engage in “field work.”
This means that when we take students outside of the school, they must still do work and it must be
related to the class curriculum. Going out into the Fruitvale Village to do an activity is not considered
Fieldwork.
Here are some basic requirements for conducting Fieldwork:
1. Preparing Students:
 Let students know at least a week in advance about the Fieldwork. Communicate the
purpose and expectations of the Fieldwork. Review details about where you will visit and
how you will all get there.
 Create a set of expectations for student behavior. Explicitly review those expectations and
have students sign a contract if you feel it is necessary.
 Review the Fieldwork Guide.
2. Fieldwork Guides:
 Create a Fieldwork guide for students to bring and document their work. Make the Learning
Targets explicit on the guide. Examples of “work” include observations, reflections,
answering questions, collecting data.
3. Leaving & returning back to the school:
 Before entering the hallways, please make it explicitly clear how students should walk
through the halls and where they should go (i.e. where to walk, meet, wait, etc.). Remember,
classes will usually be in session, so please make sure your students know that they should
not be disruptive.
4. Reflection:
 After the Fieldwork experience, conduct some form of reflection to anchor the learning. Any
discipline issues should be promptly discussed in a restorative manner.
5. Permission Slips:
 Yes, when you assign Fieldwork, it is required. Period. Permission slips are more about
letting parents know.
 Obtain and fill out the appropriate permission slip form (forms in the staff shared drive).
 Give it to students no less than one week prior to the Fieldwork event. Notify the office staff
and make sure it is on the staff calendar (google).
 Provide a copy of the signed slips to the Administrative Assistant no later than the day of the
event. Bring copies of the permission slips to your Fieldwork.
 Students who do not bring a permission slips by the day of the event can either not go or call
their parents to give a verbal acknowledgement. The student must still bring a signed
permission slip the next day.
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Instructional Leaders Circle & Professional
Development	
  
Instructional Leaders Circle:
The Instructional Leaders Circle is comprised of leads of departments and other key programs at ARISE.
They meet regularly and are focused around the following guiding purposes:
1. To lead and mobilize the professional development of the Roots of the ARISE Educator
framework, school wide assessment system, and school/class cohesion,
2. To nurture the process by which we support our teachers towards manifesting the framework
into reality,
3. To lead the achievement of departmental and school wide goals, and
4. To lead the creation the conditions that nurture our ARISE students as Warrior Intellectuals.

Professional Development at ARISE:
We are always being, but also in process of becoming. ARISE believes that what lies at the heart of
student achievement are teachers who are highly skilled at their craft, as well as grounded with an
ideological clarity on their purpose in education and how they work to manifest it. As such, Professional
Development (PD) holds great value and importance at ARISE. While the Roots of the ARISE Educator
is the framework by which teacher development centers around, there are 9 areas/activities by which
ARISE mediates that development:










1 on 1 coaching
Formative evaluations of teaching
Critical Inquiry Groups
Peer observations (video and in person)
Lesson study
Whole Crew professional development
Department meetings
Grade Level (a.k.a. “Familia”) meetings
Outside professional development

Please refer to the school calendar and bell schedule to know when school-wide PD occurs.
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Decision Making
Decision making at ARISE is based on a trusting that decisions are made with good information,
processes, and with the larger school vision, mission, and values in mind. The following matrix shows
how different types of decisions are approached:
Type of
Process
Communication of Decision
decision
Stakeholders involved make the decision. The leader / leading
group does not need to be involved in the decision-making.
Consensus, if possible, with the A person / group contributing
as an equal member of the whole group. If consensus is not
possible, a democratic vote will decide.
The leader / leading group will ask for input from the other
stakeholders who will be affected by the outcome before
making the decision.
The leader/leading group will make the decision without
discussion.

A
B
C
D

TYPE
A

EXAMPLES
 Classroom formative assessments
 Departmental tools
 Classroom and program organization
and/or processes
 Significant program changes
 Significant school events
 Departmental curriculum maps

B

Stakeholders communicate their decision
to the leader / leading group.
The group determines the logistics of how
to communicate with everyone about the
decision if necessary.
The leader or leading group will
communicate its decision to everyone.
The leader or leading group will
communicate decision to everyone.

TYPE

EXAMPLES

C

 School calendar
 Major school practices, strategies towards
achieving goals, standardized tools/templates
 Hiring
 School goals & foci
 Major policies
 School Budget

D

Consensus Decision Making
For decisions needing consensus, proposals must be made and then discussed beforehand. At the point
of making the decision, the “Fist to Five” model will be used:
Symbol
Internal monologue
This is the best idea. If we do this right, ARISE will be leading a movement.
5 fingers
This is a solid idea that will move ARISE in the right direction.
4 fingers
This is a fine idea, and I don’t have strong feelings on it.
3 fingers
I am uncomfortable with this idea. I think this may cause problems for ARISE, and I want to express what
2 fingers
1 finger
Fist

those problems might be, but I won’t block it.
I know this is a bad idea for ARISE. I am not blocking, because I don’t have a good alternative, but I am
very concerned about it.
This idea goes against the ARISE vision and mission, and so I am blocking it. I have or I will be working
on an alternative proposal.
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Managing adult conflict
It is highly likely that if a conflict arises between one or more staff crew, then there was a breakdown with
manifesting the practices from one or more of the Disciplines of the Crew. Being in such a situation is
not necessarily a bad thing. Not doing anything to resolve the situation is. It is important to deal with
both internalized and externalized feelings of conflict, so as to not build up great tension.
These are some considerations (but know that this is not an all inclusive list of conflict-management
strategies) to go about resolving the situation:
Without a mediator
 Center your discussion on observable actions:
Often times, we get caught up in how we feel
based on misunderstandings and assumptions
we make.
 Clarify and don’t assume: Don’t assume the
other person/people knows your feeling, has

With a mediator*
 Make a process for the facilitated dialog
transparent.
 Trust that the mediator has both parties’
interest at heart, but will also act to illuminate
insights that might not be apparent by either of
the parties.

awareness to what he/she did, or is not open to  Be an active part of resolving the conflict and
work through the conflict.
 Speak for yourself, but know that the other
person/people has a perspective too.

don’t put all the responsibility on the mediator.
 Reflect back your understanding of what you
heard.

 Think win-win, but accept responsibility for
your actions and know that your feelings are

*Still keep in mind the considerations for

real and should not be dismissed.

addressing conflict without a mediator.
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Confidentiality & Mandated Reporting
INTRODUCTION: Stance & Purpose
At ARISE High School, student confidentiality is an important element of student safety. In all cases and
contexts when students share information with adults in the school, we should treat it as confidential. As
such, we have a professional and legal obligation to keep student information confidential when:
1. sharing the information with another adult or student does not serve any useful purpose in
understanding the student’s current behavior or
2. sharing the information does not lead to developing supports to directly address the student’s
situation.
As a responsibility to students and their families, we are also obligated to report when any young person
is a threat to themselves, to others, and/or from others, particularly in instances of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

child abuse
child neglect
sexual abuse/assault
unlawful corporal punishment or injury

This stance must be actively and communicated to students to set the expectation that information shared
by students is confidential, unless the above situations occur.
PURPOSE:
In order to make clear the policies and procedures identified in this Introduction, this document is
created to:
1. define what is and what is not confidential
2. outline the process for reporting
3. outline the process for maintaining confidentiality
CONFIDENTIALITY DEFINED
Confidentiality, as defined by California Penal Code section 111657, is the obligation not to disclose
willingly any information obtained in confidence. Therefore, information disclosed in response to a
search warrant, a subpoena, or legal requirement for mandatory reporting is not a breach of
confidentiality.
GENERAL PROCESS
When an ARISE staff member becomes aware of information that is sensitive and/or personal (via
personal conversation, third party, social media, written assignments, or class discussion,) but does not
fall under the guidelines of mandated reporting, it is the staff member’s responsibility to keep that
HANDBOOK – ARISE HIGH SCHOOL 2013-2014
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information confidential unless the staff member strongly feels that he or she needs to share that
information in order to better support that student. If the staff member feels that the information should
be shared, follow the guidelines below. If the staff member is confused about whether or not to keep the
information confidential, or whether the information should be reported, he or she should consult a
school leader.
GUIDELINES FOR PROTECTING CONFIDENTIALITY ARE:
1. Teachers and staff should explain and define what is and is not confidential within their
classrooms and advisory spaces.
2. A teacher shall consult with the student and attempt to obtain the consent of the student
before divulging confidential information.
3. A teacher may consult and collaborate with other professionals for purposes of more effectively
helping the student. The teacher shall share only such information that will serve the student’s
best interests, and divulge the student’s name only when necessary.
4. A teacher shall share information verbally with other professional colleagues rather than giving
them copies of notes and ensure that colleagues respect the confidential nature of the
information being shared.
5. A teacher shall take care, when sharing information about students that the information is
accurate and unbiased.
6. A teacher shall guard against sharing confidential information in halls, staff rooms or other
public places where persons who do not need to know can overhear it.
7. A teacher shall not leave reports, student service records, computer files or log books where
unauthorized people can have access to them.
8. A teacher who is in doubt as to the reasonableness of a course of action regarding the sharing of
confidential information should consult the school administrators.
RECORD KEEPING
A teacher shall keep accurate and objective records to facilitate the provision of services to students.
Failure to keep records is negligence. There are no risks to having good records—well-organized, wellwritten, comprehensive notes will establish the teacher as a competent, caring professional.
Notes should be made as immediately as possible to the time of the event(s), and the original notes should
never be changed. Any additions should be initialled, signed and dated.
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
A teacher must never destroy records of confidential information.
Records that may be required in court proceedings should be maintained indefinitely, both to assist the
student and to prove that the teacher acted responsibly.
Information should not be given without a subpoena or a court order (e.g. search warrant).
MANDATED REPORTING
How do we report:
Step 1: Call either CPS (510-259-1800) or Law enforcer (OPD) (510-777-3333)
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Step 2:California Suspected Child Abuse Report Form 8572) must be created, form can be downloaded
from: http://ag.ca.gov/childabuse/pdf/ss_8572.pdf.
Step 3: Send/fax/email the form within 36 hours from when the call was made.
You don’t need proof to make a report, reasonable suspicion is enough. You can not report
anonymously, you must include your name, contact information and title when reporting. You
don’t need to let parent know that you did the report. Photos may be taken without parent
consent only if they are used for documentation of the abuse/neglect.
After the report is filed there is an investigation of the situation. After the investigation, there are 3
possible outcomes:
1. Unfounded report – the report is false, or does not involve abuse, such as an accidental injury
2. Substantiated report – it is determined that child abuse has occurred
3. Inconclusive report – there is insufficient evidence to determine whether or not abuse has
occurred
Only substantiated reports are forwarded to the Department of Justice. The county of child welfare
department will then determine if the child needs to be removed or if services need to be offered to
parents. Law enforcement may pursue a criminal prosecution. If the case goes to court, the person who
made the report may have to attend the court hearing.
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ACADEMIC RIGOR & EQUITY
Guiding Purpose
Academic rigor and equity at ARISE is focused on empowering students with the knowledge, skills, and
agency to become highly educated, humanizing, critically conscious, intellectual and reflective leaders in
our community. We discipline ourselves to develop thinking skills and build core knowledge in all
content areas. Through the use of key performance assessments and the process of revision, we ensure
rigor for all students, and work towards mastery. At the heart of our curriculum, we scaffold towards
proficiency in the key areas of mathematical thinking, scientific inquiry, historical research, and literary
analysis.
ALL students can meet expectations of rigor. How they get there is a different story. As such, we must
not only focus on rigor, but also equity. What conditions do we create to scaffold students to be where
we think they should be? What conditions do we create to build confidence within students and identify
as capable and competent learners? What structures do we employ to provide opportunities for students
to get additional support?
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ACADEMIC RIGOR & EQUITY
Scope & Sequence
The Scope & Sequence at ARISE High School codifies certain elements that must be in each class. This
is to ensure that we are thoughtfully building a developmentally appropriate and consistent experience
towards what we want the ARISE graduate to be able to know and do. The most recent version can be
downloaded from the school website.
The overarching themes by grade level are as follows:
GRADE OVERARCHING THEME
9
Power & Identity
10
Systems
11
Dualities
12
Changes
The following are the key components of the Scope & Sequence:
COMPONENT
Class Name
Topics/Content
Thinking
Practices
Reading
Strategies
Writing Traits
Critical Analysis
Key Theories
Personal Growth
Performance
Assessments

DESCRIPTION
In one or 2 words, what is the general content focus of the class?
What are the areas of things to be taught?
What pedagogical content knowledge practices are to be intensively taught
to help build critical thinking and problem solving?
What strategies are intensively focused on for accessing written text?
Using the adapted 6+1 traits of writing, what traits are intensively focused
on for teaching and assessing in any form of writing?
Using the 5 Levels of Analysis, which ones are intensively focused on for
conducting close readings of multiple forms of text?
What particular theorists and theories will be explicitly taught?
What are the ways in which your course focuses on developing agency,
becoming self determined, building resilience, helping students improve
their conditions?
What anchor assessments must be taught and assessed?
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ACADEMIC RIGOR & EQUITY
Understanding by Design	
  
If learning is to endure in a flexible, adaptable way for future use, then teachers must design units that
provide opportunities for students to:
1. KNOW: Acquire knowledge & skills
2. DO: Deepen the meaning of that knowledge by using it mindfully, and
3. REFLECT, IMPROVE, & TRANSFER: Transfer their learning to new situations or problems
and improve

KNOW:
The focus is on a body of knowledge
(set of ideas, facts, skills,
procedures).

Teaching for
Understanding

DO:
Go beyond the body of knowledge
and use it mindfully to apply,
analyze, synthesize, and evaluate
whether the body of knowledge is
appropriate in a given situation.

REFLECT, IMPROVE,
TRANSFER:
Reflect upon and improve so as to be
able to apply knowledge creatively,
flexibly, and fluently in new settings
or problems.
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ACADEMIC RIGOR & EQUITY
ARISE Assessment System	
  
OVERVIEW
At ARISE High School, both assessments for learning (formative assessment) and assessments of
learning (summative assessments) are used on a regular basis as an integral part of rigorous instruction
and learning and are used to motivate, engage and increase student achievement.
Assessments are used to guide instruction and learning during the learning process and determine the
level of skill, knowledge and understanding after the learning has taken place. Within this framework,
teachers and students understand and recognize the difference between what guides instruction and what
determines performance level. Assessment for learning is an essential component of classroom work and
practice. Its constant usage and development can raise standards of achievement.
ARISE High School uses a comprehensive student-engaged assessment system that incorporates both
assessments for learning and assessments of learning. The following diagram illustrates the multiple
components involved:

Learning
Targets

Proficiency
based grading

Portfolios &
defense
presentations

Check for
understanding

Student engaged
assessment system

Exhibitions,
presentations &
celebrations of
learning
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The Student’s Role
Students are involved as active participants in ongoing assessments and see the process as something that
is done with them not to them.
They have a clear understanding of the learning target, the criteria for success and how they will be
assessed and understand from the outset of instruction how grades towards a long-term learning target
will be determined.
Students and teachers track progress regularly. Students understand what they have learned and why, and
can identify and speak to their own strengths, struggles, goals, next steps, and processes of learning and
can effectively communicate this to others.
Students have individual responsibilities. They maintain a portfolio and discuss their learning during
Student Led Conferences, Exhibitions, and Presentations, such as the Bridge or Proficiencies.
Use of Learning Targets, Evaluations, and Progress Reports
Learning is a process in which learners increase their knowledge, understanding, and skills as a result of
effort, instruction, feedback from teachers and peers, and self-assessment and adjustment. Learning
Targets are the basic goals & objectives for concrete learning. They are discussed, tracked, and
frequently assessed by students and teachers at the outset and throughout the learning process.
Learning Targets require teachers to deeply consider and prioritize which standards are most important,
and to frame them clearly. They involve students in owning the goals for their learning themselves. They
also reframe the idea of “grading” to be focused on providing evidence towards proficiency. While
students provide evidence of their learning on a variety of performance assessments, teachers make
evaluations of those assessments based on clear criteria.
Evaluations are used to communicate the student’s level of skills and understanding of content and
concepts as a result of their learning, not to motivate or punish. Evaluations describe the students’ level
of achievement in a course, as described by a set of Higher Order Thinking (HOT)
Learning Targets and corresponding Supporting Learning Targets. Students
and families are aware of at the outset of instruction.
Students understand evaluations are not subjective judgments by teachers, but rather a documentation of
their level of achievement in relation to concrete Higher Order Thinking and Supporting Learning
Targets. Higher Order Thinking Learning Targets do not necessarily mean that they have to happen over
the whole year. They just mean that they are more focused on the higher order concepts and skills, while
also being the basis for evaluation. Supporting Learning Targets are nested underneath Higher Order
Thinking Targets and describe more detailed, measurable goals. Teachers provide students with multiple
opportunities to demonstrate their level of achievement toward these Supporting Learning Targets.
Demonstration of proficiency on Supporting Learning Targets should happen in a multiple ways and/or
opportunities.
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Students may complete additional assignments in order to support their level of skill, content knowledge
or understanding. However, unless the additional assignments demonstrate a new or deeper level of
understanding, the evaluation assigned to the Supporting Learning Target should not change. If a new
level of skill, content knowledge or understanding is revealed, this will be considered along with previous
evidence to determine the student’s level of achievement toward the Long Term Learning Target and
thus the evaluation.
Learning Target Guidelines

Higher Order Thinking targets are the larger, sophisticated conceptual understandings of the course.
Mastery of these targets is measured and evaluated by individual performance assessments. Supporting
targets are the concrete knowledge and skills students are expected to master in order to have
proficiency in the course. Mastery of these targets should be measured by multiple smaller, discrete
assessments.
Instructions:
 Use the Scope and Sequence document in addition to CA standards and Common Core (where
applicable) to determine the knowledge and skills students need to know for each unit.
 Each learning target should be phrased as an “I can” statement.
 There should be one or at the most, two Higher Order Thinking targets per unit. These targets
are what drive the performance assessments for the unit.
 You should have no more than 30 supporting learning targets per semester, or 2 per week.
Template:
Higher Order Thinking Targets

Supporting Targets

Determining Evaluations
Determination of an evaluation is not a numerical, number crunching exercise. Evaluations are not
determined by averaging assignment scores during the learning process. Instead, evaluations are
determined by the consideration of consistent and reliable evidence that suggests student’s true level of
skill application or content understanding. Please note that if you do not design appropriate,
thorough, and sufficient enough assessments, they will likely not be able to consistently and
reliably provide evidence to you.
Because students are engaged in the learning process, it is to be expected that demonstration of
understanding will be ‘lower’ at the early stages of the process and higher towards the end. Therefore,
evidence collected during the latter part of the learning process is likely to provide a more accurate
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picture of student achievement. Using all assignments to determine grades through averaging will act as
a de-motivator to students as they will realize that, as a result of lower scores during the early stages of the
learning process, a proficient grade can never be achieved even though they are performing at a
proficient level in the latter parts of the learning process.
Organization of Evaluations
Evaluations are organized and reported out by Higher Order Thinking and Supporting Learning
Targets, not by assignments.
The Higher Order Thinking Learning Targets are broken into Supporting Targets that help scaffold
students’ progress. We use Bloom’s Taxonomy as a way to determine developmentally
appropriate Learning Targets that scaffold progress. Assignments and assessments are then linked to the
Supporting Targets to build a “body of evidence” that provides information about progress toward
meeting the Higher Order Thinking Target. To meet a Higher Order Thinking Learning Target, every
component of the target should be demonstrated at some point. This may not all happen with the same
assessment; it may happen over time.
In order to “meet” a Learning Target, a student should be able to demonstrate that s/he can reliably
meet that target when it is assessed. Meeting a Learning Target reliably does not mean meeting it
perfectly. Some targets address skills and knowledge, which may only have to be demonstrated once
during a course; other targets may address skills, which have to be met multiple times to ensure mastery.
Gradually building toward meeting a Learning Target is acceptable. On the other hand, a student who
demonstrates the target once early on and then never demonstrates it again has not met the Learning
Target.
Academic Evaluations and Warrior Intellectual Codes of Respect
We implement standards-based grading because it clarifies expectations for students, families, and
teachers. Doing so also separates academic outcomes from the Warrior Intellectual Codes of Respect.
Academic evaluations represent the level of achievement toward a specific content learning target that
represents knowledge, reasoning or skill.
Warrior Intellectual Codes of Respect evaluations represent the character values of the school as they
relate to performance (e.g. I can maintain focus in class, I can complete quality work on time.)
Evaluations assigned to Warrior Intellectual Codes of Respect targets will not be used as evidence to
determine academic evaluations. The teacher’s responsibility is to support students in understanding the
direct relationship between Warrior Intellectual Codes of Respect, rigorous learning, and academic
achievement.
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For example, consistently failing to complete assignments is likely to result in a reduced understanding
of the concept resulting in a lower evaluation for summative assessments that measure this
understanding. Consistent low evaluations and/or limited evidence will result in a lower evaluation.
Levels of Evaluation
There are 5 levels for evaluation:
 Exceeds (E): The work exceeded the expectations associated with the Learning Target
 Meets (M): The work meets the expectations associated with the Learning Target
 Approaches (A): The work approaches the expectations associated with Learning Target
 Beginning (B): The work is beginning to approach the expectations associated with the Learning
Target
 Did Not Provide Evidence (D): The student did not provide evidence to show what he/she knows or
can do. The student either did not turn in the work or did answer questions provided on an exam.
Teachers can also choose to identify Learning Targets that are Not Yet Assessed (N). Identifying these
targets give visibility to students and parents as to the trajectory of the course.
Evaluation Periods
There are 4 Evaluation Periods in a school year: Q1 Progress Reports, Q2 Progress Reports (or
Semester 1), Q3 Progress Reports, and Final Evaluations (given at the end of Q4).
Credit for Courses
When a student is able to Meet or Exceed 75% of the Learning Targets, then he/she will be considered
as demonstrating Proficiency in the course. If the student Meets or Exceeds LESS than 75% of the
Learning Targets, then he/she will be considered as being Not Yet Proficient in the course.
Students receiving an IP (In Progress) Final Evaluation have until the end of the next quarter (i.e. Q1 of
2012-2013 schoolyear) to demonstrate proficiency within the Learning Target(s) not yet Meeting. If
the IP is not cleared by the end of the next quarter, the class must be repeated. IP evaluations have no
affect on Grade Point Averages.
Students receiving an NC (No Credit) evaluation have to repeat the course so as to gain more time and
opportunity to demonstrate proficiency for the Learning Targets outlined for the course. NC evaluations
have no affect on Grade Point Averages.
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Grade Translation
At the end of the year, Final Evaluations will be given. Those evaluations will be “translated” into a letter
grade that colleges understand. There is a key at the end of the Progress Report to help students and
parents understand what a student’s letter grade would be. Also, the student’s transcript would show the
letter grade.
TRANSCRIPT
GRADE

% OF LEARNING TARGETS MEETING OR EXCEEDING

A

88-100%

B

75-87%

IP (In Progress)

70-74%

C (Math only)
IP (Math only)

64-69%

NC (No Credit)

<69%

NC (Math only)

<64%
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ACADEMIC RIGOR & EQUITY
Unit Design Template	
  
EXAMPLE:
COURSE TITLE:
COURSE
NARRATIVE:

Multicultural Literature:

Movement & Transformation

How many times have you heard someone say, “schools are
broken”? Many people say that schools don't work, but the
reality is that they do. It's really just a matter of for whom schools
work. A number of intellectuals have argued that the problem
comes down to structure. So if structure is the problem, can we
change the structure? It’s easy to say “it is what it is” or “it’s
whatever,” and think that we cannot do much to make any
significant structural change. Shakur (1987) reminds us, “People
get used to anything. The less you think about your oppression,
the more your tolerance for it grows. After a while, people just
think oppression is the normal state of things.” (Shakur, 1987, p.
262). This course reads the word (literature and non fiction) and
the world (participatory action research) associated with
education to
1) examine the social theory behind how “It’s whatever”
normalizes oppression,
2) illuminate how there is nothing normal about the
oppression found within the social reproductive structures
inherent in education, a.k.a. “it’s NOT whatever”,
3) study how other groups of people have indignantly used
“it’s NOT whatever” to resist, move, & transform, and then
moves to
4) produce original empirical action research in order to
affect change.
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THE BROADSTROKES: The Year
UNIT
#
1

TITLE
Whatever

ESSENTIAL
QUESTIONS

ENDURING
UNDERSTANDINGS

1.

1. “It” represents
conditions found in the
status quo.
2. There are archetypal
roles in urban society
that we emulate.
3. “Whatever” represents
“Destructive Fanaticism”
(Freire, 1970) as well as
the concept of being
inured.
4. Conscientizacao or
critical consciousness is
an essential piece
towards
being/becoming the
“radical.”
5. The “radical” is
committed to
transforming reality.
6. Oppression acts in
multiple ways.
7. Hegemony, or the
commonsense, are
values, practices,
expectations, and
understandings of
humanity and its world
that are saturated into a
social group. Hegemony
is a key driving force to
reproduce “it’s
whatever.”
1.









Humanity vs/as Machines
Archetypal characters
Conscientizacao
Predetermination vs self
determination

1. Matrix (movie)

1. Writing Laps
2. Argumentative
Position Paper
3. Socratic Seminar

1.



Social reproduction

1. Writing Laps
2. Literature Review
(proficiency)
3. Poem anthology:
It’s NOT Whatever

What do
you change?
What
changes
you?

1.



Rhetoric (logos, pathos,
ethos)
Self determination
Re-education
Counter hegemony

1. Mised of the
Negro
2. Mised of the
Filipino
3. Decolonising the
mind
4. Black Skin White
Masks
1. Parable of the
Talents
2. Decolonization &
the Decolonized

How have
others
proclaimed
their stance
on living in
society?
What
change do
you need to
affect?

1.



Proclamations of selfdetermination

1. Writing Laps
2. Expository position
paper

1.




Action research
Research methodologies

1. BPP 10 point plan
2. Young Lords 13
point plan
3. Baybaylan
Decolonized signs
& symptoms
1. Hill, M. (2008).
Toward a
pedagogy of the
Popular

2.

2

The Matrix

1.

2.
3

The
Miseducation
of…

1.

4

Earthseed

1.
2.

5

Whachu claim?

1.

6

Resistant
Imaginations:
The time is now

1.

What’s
whatever?
Why is it not
whatever?

In what
ways are we
living in the
Matrix?
How do we
get out of it?
How have
societies
used
education to
reproduce
power
structures?





LEARNING TARGETS: The Year
H.O.T. TARGETS
ASSESSMENT
WRITING
I can construct and clearly
communicate an effective
evidence-based argument in a
multi-paragraph paper to suit
my purpose.



Literature Review

CENTRAL TOPICS

CENTRAL
TEXTS

Oppression
Archetypes & Tropes of the
“Urban”
Hegemony

1. Pedagogy of the
oppressed (Freire,
1970)
2. Five faces of
oppression (Young,
2004)

SUPPORTING TARGETS
I can apply the basic 5-paragraph
essay conventions, form, and
structure.
I can accurately and clearly
describe the important details of
how a particular event occurred
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PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENTS
1. Writing Laps
2. Position Papers
3. Dilemma of the
week

1. Writing Laps
2. Literary Analysis
paper
3. Debate

1. Participatory Action
Research
(proficiency)

ASSESSMENT


Position Paper




Position Paper
Expository
writing laps
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or how a social phenomenon
theoretically functions.
I can apply these 3 rhetorical
tasks -- invention, arrangement, &
style -- in a multi-paragraph
persuasive essay.
I can produce relevant claims to
support an argument, while citing
textual evidence.




Position Paper
Argument
writing laps



Dilemma of the
Week Position
Paper
Argument
writing laps
Dilemma of the
Week Position
Paper
Argument
writing laps
Position Paper
Argument
writing laps
Argument
writing laps



THE BROADSTROKES: The Unit
DATE(S) CENTRAL
LEARNING
TOPICS
TARGETS

LEARNING TARGETS BANK: The Unit
H.O.T. TARGETS

I can articulate relevant counterclaims in order to respond to an
opposing argument, while citing
textual evidence.



I can synthesize evidence from
multiple sources related to the
argument.
I can interrogate a source’s
effectiveness or validity, and note
its strengths and/or limitations.
I can sequence ideas in a logical
and progressive order.
I can apply effective word choice
to suit my purpose.
I can apply a variety of rhetorical
devices (e.g. metabasis, rhetorical
questioning, hypophora,
procatalepsis, anaphora,
epistrophe) to suit my purpose.
I can apply the conventions of
standard English.
I can apply the A.P.A. format to
source all references used by me
in a paper.




THINKING/
ANALYSIS

READING/
WRITING







Position Paper



Position Paper



Position Paper



Position Paper




Position Papers
Lit Review

PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENTS

SUPPORTING TARGETS
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Guiding Purpose
GUIDING PURPOSE
The guiding purpose of school culture at ARISE High School is to maintain harmony, balance, and
responsiveness with cultivating a culture of high academic and behavioral rigor through empowering
students and staff with the skills, knowledge, agency, and opportunities to act and continually develop as
highly educated, humanizing, critically conscious, intellectual, and reflective leaders within a supportive
and personalized environment.
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SCHOOL CULTURE
CORE VALUES and WARRIOR INTELLECTUAL
CODES OF RESPECT
ARISE: Authenticity – Rigor – Inspiration – Success – Empowerment. These ideas are the conditions
we try to cultivate for the student learning experience. As such, these Core Values act to guide our work
and development alongside each other.
RESPECT: Respect Self, Others, Your Words, Space
PERSEVERE: Persevere through uncertainty, challenge, & struggle
BUILD: Build discipline, knowledge, self-esteem, agency, community
LEAD: Lead with integrity, courage, and through action
WARRIOR INTELLECTUAL CODES OF RESPECT
Warrior Intellectuals follow strict codes to help her or his self to live life with integrity and love. A
Warrior Intellectual disciplines her or his self with the strength, courage, and conviction to hold
true these foundational ARISE Codes of Respect in order to help her or his self and the ARISE
community rise up:
RESPECT SELF
Love myself. Know myself. Study myself, the word, & the world. To study is my revolutionary
duty, so I work on myself, so I can also work on the world. I deserve to be the best me I can be
within the best world I can help make.
RESPECT YOUR WORDS
Choose your words with precision. Your words have the power to move people in a positive
direction, so choose the right words to mean exactly what you want to say. Your words can also
hurt, even when you don’t mean it. Because our community is sacred, hurtful and hateful language
is not acceptable.
RESPECT OTHERS
Know others. Listen to others. Understand others. Transform ME into WE. It’s hard enough to
survive by ourselves. We can’t do it alone. We need to help each other to be the best WE we can
be.
RESPECT SPACE
This is our space. It is a sacred space of love, learning, inspiration, & community. Space is about
the energy we bring into it just as much as it is about physical beauty and cleanliness. The energy
each of us brings into classroom and school spaces help maintain our Core Values. Making &
keeping our space clean & beautiful is easy when we pay attention and know that our help matters.
We deserve the best.
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Adelante Student Services
ADELANTE STUDENT SERVICES
In order for ALL students to be able to meet the high expectations that ARISE High School holds, a
thorough system of support is critical. While our entire school is designed in such a way as to make the
educational experience highly personalized, attentive, and responsive, Adelante Student Support Services
is both structure and philosophy at ARISE to provide intensive support towards helping students move
forward. While there are systems and programs that exist within the Adelante canopy, Adelante itself
cannot be reduced to a process or policy. As such, Adelante works within the whole school community to
create the conditions, procedures, and resources to support struggling students academically & socioemotionally using these approaches: Personalization, Response to Intervention (RTI), and Discipline
Praxis. The following sections contain the practices and structures within Adelante Student Services.
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SCHOOL CULTURE
School & Classroom Cohesion
SCHOOL COHESION
Our presence in the school, as mentors, elders, educators, and advocates sets the culture and tone of the
space. The way we carry ourselves and how we interact with students both inside and outside our
classrooms communicates expectations. We are all responsible for holding the school up. Here are some
ways we expect our professional community to model community accountability and responsibility.








Community Presence
Greet students at your door prior to them
entering class. This includes the students in
your class and students near your entrance.
Acknowledge the presence of students and
introduce yourself. Even if you don’t teach a
child you should build with them.
Walk students out of class – prepare to greet
your next class.
As a shared space hallways are everyone’s
responsibility – students are expected to
follow the Codes of Respect at all times and
transition to their next class. Please encourage
students to be at their best.
Rise Ups – model for students by sitting with
your advisory, listening attentively and
modeling engagement. Be alert and aware of
your advisory and support other advisors in
maintaining student engagement.






Community Connections
Walk through the plaza during lunch –
become familiar with the community and how
our students interact with it.
Introduce yourself to employees and owners
of businesses students frequent as a teacher at
ARISE.
Meet and greet Fruitvale Security Squad – add
their phone number to your contacts.
Social media can be a great way to connect
with students and parents, however, exercise
good judgment (consider your privacy and
their privacy).

* Be aware of the opportunities and challenges
our students encounter daily. Subscribe to
newsletters or updates from local organizations.
Watch local news to be weary of events and
opportunities that may affect students.
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CLASS COHESION
Class cohesion is a departure from the concept of class management. Teachers should not be spending a
lot of time regularly “managing” their class community. As such, class cohesion requires that your
classroom intentionally develops the norms, systems, procedures, conditions, and culture of all members
in the classroom. Classroom cohesion is what helps ensure that learning can happen, and allows us to
build towards our mission and vision.
As the teacher, you are responsible for making sure your classroom is a safe place where all students are
supported, held to high expectations, and where learning is the focus. Most incidents/conflicts that
occur within the classroom should be handled there.
The following 3 elements will help you in developing your class cohesion plan:
1. Organization & Structure
2. Setting & Maintaining Expectations
3. Community Building
Organization & Structure
 Be prepared and organized
EVERY day
 Design your days with a
basic routine and structure
that still allows for creativity
 Explicitly teach and practice
routines
 Limit variables (seating
arrangements, how students
enter/exit, using protocols
etc.)
 Clearly organize your board
with Agenda, Learning
Targets, and Homework
every day








Setting & Maintaining
Expectations
Make your expectations
visible (students should not
guess what you want)
Use behavioral prevention
strategies (community
agreements, protocols,
language of success)
Be clear about acceptable
voice levels
Be consistent
Practice low profile discipline
(i.e. Use “P.E.P.” Proximity
(get close), Eye Contact
(have ‘the look’), Privacy
(avoid public embarrassment)
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Community Building
 Build the community
(students should know each
other and you)
 Teach them how to sustain
community (what does it
look like to support and care
for each other)
 Build independence (make
sure you are not the only
holder of everything in the
classroom)
 Teach and practice how to
solve problems
 Become an expert at taking
advantage of the ‘teaching
and mentoring moments’
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Advisory
ADVISORY
The guiding purpose of Advisory at ARISE is to cultivate and nurture a community of skilled and
courageous learners. Advisory serves in building meaningful peer and adult relationships, where
students are both academically and socially supported in striving towards their best selves while
upholding ARISE’s Core Values. Advisory provides students with the knowledge and personal power
needed to take informed steps towards the future.
Advisory Outcomes:
Advisory occurs each day of the week, and is the means by which students nurture their academic
identities, set goals for the future, develop the agency to enact those goals, and reflect on their progress.
It is also the vehicle for developing a shared understanding of the Core Values of ARISE, and is a space to
develop humanizing relationships with peers and adults. As such, the following are the Advisory student
outcomes. Students will:
 Intentionally develop knowledge of self and agency
 Be holistically known (self & family) by at least one adult within the school
 Be closely case managed with their progress towards graduation
 Understand and live up to ARISE’s Core Values
 Develop strong study skills and habits
 Understand the purpose and importance of college
 Develop reflective and responsive practices in their socio-emotional and academic development
 Develop strong relationships with peers
 Complete grade-level products and processes
Weekly Rhythm
Monday

Tuesdays

Wednesdays

Thursdays

Fridays

Talking Circle

Future Focus

Nosotr@s

Fun Friday

Objective:
A space and time in
each week, in which I
will be seen and heard
by my entire advisory.

Objective:
9th grade- I will explore elements of my
identity, values and purpose.

Consultancy/
Rise Up
Objective:
Rise Up: I will
participate in School
Culture focused town
halls.
Consultancy:
I will enhance my
academic skills and
habits by engaging in
study groups, giving
& receiving peer
tutoring, independent
work time .

Objective:
I will identify and
explore strengths
and issues present
in my family,
school, and
community.

Objective:
We will play
community building
games, sports,
school-wide
tournaments and
work completion
activities.

Process:
Sitting in a circle,
advisor or chosen
student facilitates a
circle in which each
student gets to
respond to question/s
with undivided
attention.

10th grade- I will continue to explore
elements of my identity, values and
purpose.
11th grade- I will prepare for the college
admission process and life after h.s.
12th grade-I will prepare for and
complete applications to private and
public universities.
Process: Grade specific college/career
literacy and planning time.

Process: Test
preparation, Peer
tutoring groups, and
one on one
consultancy.
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Process: I will
participate in
current event
related readings
and discussions
and activities.

Process: My advisor
will be attune to my
academic needs and
plan really fun
games when it
makes sense.
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Familia & Coordination of Services
FAMILIA
The purpose of Familia is for staff to engage within Junior (9th & 10th grades) and Senior Institutes (11th
& 12th grades) in weekly problem solving around:
 Student struggles
 Across discipline grade-related topics such as discipline, culture, pedagogy, and common practices
 Determining whether a student should be referred to the Coordination of Services circle
 Advisory curriculum & practice review & reflection
Structured time and space for Familia meetings occur, because at ARISE we value:
 The power of collective and purposeful thought, insight, and action
 Problem solving for students who are struggling
 Being organized and intentional
 Investing time and energy over a sustained attentive effort
 All our students, even if we do not directly teach or advise them.
COORDINATION OF SERVICES (COS) CIRCLE
The focus of the Coordination of Services (COS) Circle is to act as a centralized body who 1) develops
systems, protocols, and tools for adults at ARISE to support students who are academically and/or socioemotionally struggling and 2) catalyzes and coordinates efforts to support students who need more
intensive support. Interventions are intended to be proactive, supportive, and responsive rather than
reactive and punitive. The COS team is comprised of at least the following people: Intervention
Teacher(s), School Counselor, Advisory Coordinator(s), Assistant/Vice Principal (of Student Services),
a Co-Principal, the teacher/advisor(s) most closest to the referred student(s), and when appropriate, the
student & his/her family. Once a student is referred to COS, the team identifies a number of actions
needed to support the student. Over time, the effectiveness of the actions get evaluated and adjusted as
necessary (i.e. Response to Intervention model). Some actions include, but are not limited to the
following: student observation, behavioral contract, student pull out time for 1 on 1 support or providing
a quieter environment, SST (Student Success Team) meeting.
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Referring a student to COS:
The basic process for referring students to COS is as follows:
Advisor/Teacher identifies a
student needing extra academic
and/or socio-emotional support.

START

(Immediate trauma/crisis requires
immediate attention.)

N
END

Additional intervention/support
needed?

Advisor/Teacher works directly
with student, other relevant
teachers, & parents in order to
start basic interventions and/or
supports

Advisor/Teacher(s) monitors
progress for a specified period
of time

Y
Follow the student talk protocol
at FAMILIA, including using
the COS Priority Checklist to
determine if student needs to be
referred to COS

Student enters COS queue &
process

Coordination Of Services Circle Criteria:
If a student reviewed during Familia meets 6 out of the 11 criteria listed below, complete a COS referral
form (available for download from Google Docs).
 Student has had no/little success with academic interventions attempted so far
 Student has had no/little success with socio-emotional interventions attempted so far
 Student is recovering from recent trauma/crisis
 Student has suffered recent harm committed to self or others
 Student has had a sudden increase in conflicts with teachers and/or students
 Student has over 15 absences per class accumulated
 Student is a Senior with graduation plan at risk of not being achieved
 Student is in 3rd year of high school with graduation plan at risk of not being achieved
 Student is 18 years old and not a Senior
 Student has stated a desire to drop out of high school
 Student suffers from drug/alcohol abuse
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Student Leadership & RISE Up Town Halls	
  
STUDENT LEADERSHIP-Step to College Program
The mission of the ARISE Student Leadership-Step To College program is to help empower young
scholars to cultivate their inner leader to resist oppression while working in solidarity to positively build
and strengthen all facets of our ARISE community.
Students will work in collaboration with the Advisory Program and staff Critical Praxis Crew to uphold
the Vision, Mission, and Core Values of our community as well as lead in the facilitation of three main
elements: 1) Sophomore-Senior Class Meetings/Culture 2) Rise Up Town Hall Assemblies and 3)
Yearbook. In addition, students will examine various radical and progressive youth social movements
throughout the world and use the Critical Praxis (Duncan-Andrade & Morrell, 2008) framework to
identify and analyze problems in our own school, local, national, and global communities. With this
knowledge, student will take action and work toward creating, implementing, and reflecting on healthier
and more socially just solutions.
Reach Inside to Support Everyone Up a.k.a. R.I.S.E. Up Town Hall Meetings
The mission of the R.I.S.E. Up Town Hall Assemblies are to critique, cultivate, and celebrate our ARISE
community as well as bring to life ARISE’s Vision, Mission, and Core Values of Respect, Persevere,
Build, & Lead.
Students from the Student Leadership-Step to College program work in collaboration with the Cultural
Praxis crew to produce and facilitate the monthly assemblies. The space is an opportunity for young
leaders to build their public speaking and planning skills as well as strengthen their agency as young
leaders.
All students and ARISE staff attend R.I.S.E. Up. Key expectations for all are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Treat the time as a sacred space for learning and growing as a community
Advisories meet beforehand to revisit expectations and then go together
Advisories sit together
Refer to the community bulletin for any resources announced during the assembly
10-12th grade students set the expectations for our 9th graders

Works Cited:
Duncan-Andrade, J. & Morrell, E. (2008). The art of critical pedagogy. New York: Peter Lang.
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Discipline Praxis
DISCIPLINE PRAXIS
Discipline, from the Latin, disciplina, meaning instruction, is one of the ways we train our power within
to develop our agency to improve our own material and social conditions. At ARISE, rather than a
“Discipline Policy”, a Discipline Praxis requires that all of us support a consistent practice rooted in the
philosophy that we all need to be aligned in supporting our students and ourselves to develop the
discipline to uphold these core values that we call the Warrior Intellectual Codes of Respect: Respect
Self, Respect Others, Respect Your Word, Respect Space. School discipline is often reduced to a
punitive system that has students pay consequences without the guidance to identify the root cause or
develop a solution. Our practice of Discipline Praxis not only addresses behaviors that violate our Codes
of Respect but also pushes our entire school community to develop the tools to identify the root causes of
behavior and how to build the capacity to make improvements.
Through Discipline Praxis, we consistently say to students in unison that our Codes of Respect are
valuable to us. Students will inevitably make mistakes and reflect a disconnect of understanding the
Codes of Respect. It is our responsibility to consistently take those moments as teaching & learning
moments. When we are inconsistent, students get confused. When students get confused, they do not
necessarily know the boundaries. In a Discipline Praxis, there are clear school wide values and ways to
uphold those values. There is also a clear set of actions that reflect a devaluing of those values. It is from
this place where we must have consistent practices and consequences so that both students and educators
know our commitment to establishing value of and in our space. In no way is a Discipline Praxis intended
to dehumanize students and provide punishments. That is why learning, respect, culture, and
consistency are at the center.
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Student Agreements & Key Policies
STUDENT AGREEMENTS
To R.I.S.E. Up means to Reach Inside to Support Everyone Up. In order to RISE Up as an ARISE
High School student, I will do my best to:
 Uphold the mission and vision of ARISE.
 Develop these ARISE Core Values within myself and encourage them with others:
o Respect: Respect Self, Others, Your Words, Space
o Build: Build discipline, knowledge, self-esteem, agency, community
o Persevere: Persevere through uncertainty, challenge, & struggle
o Lead: Lead with integrity, courage, and through action
 Consistently act as a scholar and intellectual who takes ownership and responsibility for all
classroom expectations and graduation requirements.
 Consistently act as a responsible and committed member of the ARISE community by
following all student policies, including being present, of clear mind, and on time to each class
every day.
 Actively participate in the ARISE experience, including Student Led Conferences,
Exhibitions, College Access events, Bridge Presentations, and Proficiency Defenses.
 Actively work towards developing healthy relationships with peers and adults within the
ARISE Community.
 Commit to being a part of a community of learners who strive towards becoming their best
selves.
KEY STUDENT POLICIES
Absences and Tardies
Being on time and present is a revolutionary duty. You can’t hustle your business if you aren’t
around. The following actions are not meant to punish you if you have an unexcused tardy or
absence, but they are meant to be responsive before you miss too many opportunities to learn. A
tardy can be defined as being up to 15 minutes late for a class. Parents must call the school with a
health or family emergency reason in order for a tardy or absence to be excused.
Unexcused Tardiness
# TARDIES/
SEMESTER
5
8
12 or more

SCHOOLWIDE RESPONSE
Letter sent home informing the parent and requesting for the family to
identify the root causes for tardiness and ways for timeliness to improve
Letter sent home + parent and child meeting with the student’s Advisor and a
Vice or Co-Principal to determine an action plan to support improved
timeliness
Letter sent home + parent, child, Advisor, teacher(s), and Vice or Co-
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Principal meeting to modify the action plan to support improved timeliness +
assess the current and future impact to the student’s grades should the
tardiness persist
Unexcused Absences
#
ABSENCES/
SEMESTER
3
5
10 or more

SCHOOLWIDE RESPONSE
Letter sent home informing the parent and requesting for the family to
identify the root causes for absences and ways for attendance to improve
Letter sent home + parent and child meeting with the student’s Advisor and a
Vice or Co-Principal to determine an action plan to support improved
attendance
Letter sent home + parent, child, Advisor, teacher(s), and Vice or CoPrincipal meeting to modify the action plan to support improved attendance +
assess the current and future impact to the student’s grades should the
absences persist. Having 10 unexcused absences makes it highly likely
that the student has missed too many opportunities to learn and would
have to repeat the class. Having more than 10 unexcused absences may
cause your child to lose his/her enrollment spot.

Hallway/Bathroom Policy
Because we want to make sure that you are getting the most out of each classroom learning
experience, here are the guidelines for leaving to use the bathroom:
1. The following times are acceptable for leaving the room to use the bathroom:
a. During independent practice (individual or group work)
b. When you are finished with your class work
c. Not during the first 15 minutes or last 10 minutes of class
2. There is 1 hallway/bathroom pass per classroom.
3. As a rule of thumb, only 1 person is allowed out of class at a time.
4. The teacher of the classroom is responsible for setting the parameters and protocol for
when, how, and how often to use the pass.
Electronics Policy
1. Electronic devices include, but are not limited to cell phones, music players, video games,
and head/earphones.
2. Keep electronics off and put away while in the hallway when classes are in session (i.e.
during EACH period) and during passing periods. This includes head/earphones.
3. Make sure all electronics are OFF & put away before entering any class. They cannot be out
and visible to anyone.
4. Parents must call the front office if they need to contact you while you are in class. Therefore
you cannot pick up the phone during class, even if it is a family member.
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5. Electronics may be used in class for agreed upon instructional purposes and ONLY with
permission from the teacher.
6. Failure to follow any of the above requirements may cause you to lose your electronic device
for the remainder of the day.
7. Not handing over your electronic device to a teacher when asked may require your parents to
have to come to school to speak with your teacher/advisor and the Assistant or Co-Principal.
Codes of Public Appearance
We understand that ARISE focuses on student voice, empowerment, and creativity.
Demonstrating that voice, empowerment, and creativity also comes with responsibility. Because
we seek to cultivate the ARISE Warrior Intellectual to hold her or himself with self respect and
dignity who takes responsibility for her or his public self, we require these basic Codes of Public
Appearance to be followed by each student:
1. Clothing can not contain images or words that have oppressive/hateful language, curse
words, objectification & sexualization of women or men, gang references, drug usage
references
2. Undergarments, whether female or male, should not be visible
3. Any clothing worn should be sensitive to the politics of representation, meaning we
need to be mindful about how we represent who we are amongst the people who see us.
It is important that we learn how to present our best selves when we are in academic
spaces.
Students dressing in a manner that do not uphold these codes will be asked to adjust their public
appearance.
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Mediation Referrals
MEDIATION REFERRALS
A Mediation Referral at ARISE is not a punishment. It is a consequence based on the principle that when
a violation of the central values (i.e. Warrior Intellectual Codes of Respect) occurs, that there must be an
educational & restorative process by which the person(s) who did the violation must go through in order
to reflect and gain insight as to how to restore value in and of the space we call ARISE. A Mediation
Referral usually occurs after a number of behavioral interventions have been attempted first. In essence,
a Mediation Referral means that a teacher needs assistance from a school leader to mediate a process
(with a teacher and/or another student) where the student can make amends for his/her behavior in a
way that allows him/her to safely & productively return back to class. Mediation Referrals can be
downloaded from the school server or website.
Below are examples of when to and not to use the Mediation Referral:
IMMEDIATE REFERRAL
 Physical Fight
 Act of verbal (i.e. cursing at you
or someone else,
hateful/oppressive language)
violence
 Act of physical violence (i.e.
throwing something maliciously
or breaking something)
 Sexual Harassment
 Drug usage, possession, or sale

AFTER REPEATED
INTERVENTIONS FROM THE
TEACHER (within 1 class period)
 Unresolvable and/or repeated
defiance
 Arguments with other students

NOT APPROPRIATE
FOR A REFERRAL*
 Incessant talking
 Not doing work
 Texting/Phone use

* These actions may still require that you seek help from a school leader, but you should get feedback
first from Familia, the school counselor, and/or your academic department.
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Once a mediation referral has been given, below is the basic process for what would happen next:

START: A Mediation
Referral is given

End
Student goes to office.

Office staff has student complete the
reflection on the back of the form if it
hasn’t been completed

The mediation referral gets filed in
the appropriate binder for record
keeping.

Office staff notifies a school leader.
School leader brings the student back
to class to support the actions the
student must follow through with.

Student waits for a school leader to
talk with him/her

School leader reviews the written
reflection

School leader dialogs about the
behavior in order to get a common
understanding of what happened, the
impact of that behavior, and the
consequences that need to happen
prior to going back to class.
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Temporary Exclusions
TEMPORARY EXCLUSIONS
Temporary Exclusion at ARISE is based upon the restorative justice principle that says when a violation
of the central values (i.e. Warrior Intellectual Codes of Respect) occurs, there must be a process by
which the person(s) who did the violation must be temporarily excluded for 1-day from our community in
order to reflect and gain insight as to how to restore value in and of the space we call ARISE. As different
violations require different responses, the bare minimum work that a student must do is to write a written
reflection letter around 1) interpreting the Codes of Respect, 2) describing in detail how he/she
devalued the Codes, 3) apologizing to the appropriate people, 4) stating what commitments the he/she
is willing to make in order to restore value and justice, and 5) illuminating what were the overall learnings
from the experience. Upon returning to school, the student must meet with the person assigning the
Temporary Exclusion and review the letter and the appropriate next steps. A Co-Principal or an
Assistant/Vice Principal can assign a Temporary Exclusion.
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Scholar Athletics
At ARISE, we believe that student athletics are important to cultivating key building blocks towards achieving our
school’s mission. These building blocks include developing teamwork, discipline, character, intentionality, and a
supportive community. ARISE teams integrate the development of these building blocks within their program.
Student athletes at ARISE also work at being Scholar athletes. As such, the ARISE Scholar Athlete must do the
following to be eligible for playing in league games:
 Achieve passing grades from all of his or her classes from the previous quarter (marking period)*
 Turn their homework in for their last period class on game day**
 Get the homework for their last period class that is due the following day**
 Have all their homework turned in from the previous week**
 Be on time to his/her 1st period class a minimum of 4 times per week**
At the discretion of the student’s advisor, athletic coach, and Co-Principal, a student may qualify for temporary
eligibility by meeting the agreed upon criteria as stated on an Academic and/or Behavioral contract. Students who
are not eligible for games may still practice. Other accommodations may be provided on a case-by-case basis.
* For 9th graders or new transfers where the previous quarter’s grades are not available, the scholar athlete will
have to get a passing progress report from each of his/her teachers.
** Each Scholar Athlete must take responsibility and ownership in getting the appropriate forms filled out and
given to the coach by the required timeline.
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THE WORKPLACE
SAFETY AND HEALTH
The School is committed to providing and maintaining a healthy and safe work environment for all
employees. You are required to know and comply with the School’s General Safety Rules and to follow
safe and healthy work practices at all times. You are required to report immediately to your supervisor
any potential health or safety hazards, and all injuries or accidents. In compliance with Proposition 65,
the School will inform employees of any known exposure to a chemical known to cause cancer or
reproductive toxicity.
SECURITY PROTOCOLS
ARISE has developed guidelines to help maintain a secure workplace. Be aware of unknown persons
loitering in parking areas, walkways, entrances and exits and service areas. Report any suspicious
persons or activities to security personnel or your supervisor.
Secure your desk or office at the end of the day. When called away from your work area for an extended
length of time, do not leave valuable or personal articles around your work station that may be accessible.
The security of facilities as well as the welfare of our employees depends upon the alertness and
sensitivity of every individual to potential security risks. You should immediately notify your supervisor
when keys are missing or if security access codes or passes have been breached.
All employees will share in the supervision of students. Supervision means actively monitoring students.
ACCIDENT/INJURY REPORTING
If an accident or injury occurs on school property, it should be reported immediately to the School
Director(s) or designee. An Incident Report form should be completed as soon as possible. As much
information about the exact circumstances of the accident or injury should be gathered as soon as
possible, as well as the names, addresses, and phone numbers of all involved. It is important that this be
done no matter how insignificant the accident or injury may seem.
It is the duty of every employee to know how to report fires and other emergencies quickly and
accurately. Employees should report any such emergency by calling management. In addition, all
employees should know the local emergency numbers such as 911.
Should a life-threatening emergency arise, the employee in charge shall be responsible for calling 911.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of examples of a life-threatening emergency:
1. Stoppage of breathing;
2. Stoppage of pulse;
3. Serious bleeding;
4. Severe asthmatic attack or other allergic reaction;
5. An individual who has gone into shock or
6. An injury that could cause permanent damage (e.g. head or neck injury).
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
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ARISE is committed to the safety of its employees, vendors, contractors and the public and to providing a
clear safety goal for management. The prevention of accidents is the responsibility of every ARISE
supervisor. It is also the duty of all employees to accept and promote the established safety regulations
and procedures. Every effort will be made to provide adequate safety training. If an employee is ever in
doubt how to perform a job or task safely, assistance should be requested. Unsafe conditions must be
reported immediately.
It is the policy of ARISE that accident prevention shall be considered of primary importance in all phases
of operation and administration. ARISE's management is required to provide safe and healthy working
conditions for all employees and to establish and require the use of safe practices at all times. Failure to
comply with or enforce ARISE safety and health rules, practices and procedures could result in
disciplinary action up to and including possible termination.
INCIDENT REPORTING
If any incident occurs on school property, or while conducting School business off site, it should be
reported on an Incident Report form to be submitted to an administrator within 24 hours from the time
of the incident. As much information as is available at the time about the exact circumstances of the
incident should be reported.
VISITORS ON CAMPUS
The Director, or designee, must be notified when visitors, other than parents, are coming onto
campuses. Staff should make every effort to greet all visitors and direct them to where they need to be.
FIRE DRILL/DISASTER DRILL
Fire and disaster drills are practices to ensure the survival of the maximum number of staff and students
should a real event happen. These drills should be approached with the utmost seriousness. That same
sense of seriousness should be conveyed to the students. If you believe that the drill is important, so will
they. Teachers are expected to have escape routes posted in each room and designate a safe meeting spot
for students. Teachers are then required to take role as part of each drill.
FIRST AID, ILLNESS AND ACCIDENTS
Medication (including aspirin) may only be administered by authorized administrative personnel and
only on express written request by a parent/guardian with a doctor’s confirmation. Students who
complain of illness should be sent to the office with a note indicating the nature of the illness. If a student
is injured, call for assistance or send a student for help. Never move a seriously injured student. If you
suspect that a student has a nick or head injury, do not move regardless. All injuries and accidents should
be reported in writing to the Director of the school. The report must include as many details as possible
(time, location, students involved, how the accident happened, statements that the victim and others
made, and any witnesses).
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COMPLAINT PROCEDURES

EMPLOYEE DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS
Misunderstandings and problems arise from time to time in any situation. Work situations can be
stressful. To provide the best possible working conditions for employees, an honest and open
atmosphere in which any problem, complaint, suggestion, or question receives a timely, respectful
response is required. Employees and management should have, and display, mutual respect for each
other at all times.
A grievance is defined as any feeling of dissatisfaction or injustice in connection with one's employment
situation, which is brought to the attention of a supervisor. If an employee disagrees with the established
rules on conduct, policies, procedures, or practice; they can express this concern through the problem
resolution procedure outlined herein. No employee will be penalized, formally or informally, for voicing
a grievance or complaint with ARISE in a reasonable, business-like manner, or for using these grievance
procedures.
The School Director(s) are the official representatives between the staff and the Governing Board. S/he
or any administrator/designee must be accessible and ready to hear suggestions and complaints. ARISE
cannot act on any problem unless it is aware of it, so grievances must be aired as soon as possible.
Not every problem can be resolved to all parties' satisfaction, and only through understanding and
discussion of mutual problems can employees and management develop confidence in each other. This
confidence is important to the smooth, effective operation of the school. ARISE will strive to provide
such an atmosphere at all times. Employees are encouraged to offer positive and constructive criticism,
and to take the following steps if they believe that a condition of employment or a decision affecting them
is unjust or inequitable:
1. Any grievance by an employee shall be made in writing and given to the Principal(s). Within five
(5) days the School Director(s) shall then meet with the individual and attempt to informally
resolve the matter.
2. If this is not successful, then within five (5) additional days after the meeting, the School
Principal(s) will send a written letter back to the employee clearly stating the school’s position on
the matter and any followup actions, if appropriate. The school is not required to offer any type of
formal or informal “hearing” on the issue, though it may suggest a series of meetings or other
actions, as it determines.
3. As with any matter, the employee is always free to address the schools Board of Directors during
the Public Comment period of a public Board meeting. However, the Board is not allowed by law
to respond at this time. If the employee wishes a response, then he or she should request the
Board to place the matter on an agenda for a future Board meeting. The request can be made in
writing at anytime, or at a Board meeting during the Public Comment period. The Board, in its
sole discretion, will decide whether to place the item on the Agenda or to refer it to the School
Principal(s) for their review.
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COMPLAINT PROCEDURES

COMPLAINTS FROM PARENTS, STUDENTS OR COMMUNITY MEMBERS
While parents and students are encouraged to take their concerns or complaints to staff persons most
directly involved, they will, at times, feel too uncomfortable to do so. Often parents and students might
feel more comfortable sharing their concerns with another staff person. In such cases the staff member
receiving the complaint should take the following steps:
1. Determine, if appropriate under the circumstances, whether the complaint may be resolved
informally through discussion. Staff members receiving complaints initially should listen
objectively, attentively and actively to the parent or student. The staff member may wish to ask
supportive questions to help clarify the nature of the concern. Neither agreement nor
disagreement with the complainant should be expressed, but rather those staff members
receiving complaints should remain neutral.
2. Once the complainant has been able to express his or her concern, if appropriate under the
circumstances ask if the complainant would be willing to speak directly to the staff person. If this
is out of the complainant's comfort zone, ask if he or she would like the assistance of the School
Director(s) to help in voicing the concern and exploring possible solutions.
3. If the complainant desires assistance, help the person schedule time with the School Director(s).
4. Alert appropriate administrators and the other staff of the concern and of your action with regard
to seeking resolution.
5. Follow up to make sure action was taken to resolve the problem.
6. If the problem cannot be informally resolved direct the complainant to file a written complaint
with the School Director(s) or designee.
CONFLICT WITH OTHER STAFF
When an employee has a conflict or concern regarding another employee, the grievance procedures
specified in the Employee Dispute Resolution Process described in the previous section shall be followed
unless the complaint relates to a problem which is covered by separate procedures (i.e. complaints of
sexual harassment are resolved through specific sexual harassment complaint procedures).
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OTHER PROVISIONS

NON-DISCRIMINATION DECLARATION
 ARISE will be non-sectarian in its programs, admission policies, employment practices and all other
operations.
 ARISE will not discriminate on the basis of ethnicity, national origin gender, or disability.
 ARISE will not charge tuition.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY IS OUR POLICY
ARISE is an equal opportunity employer. It is the policy of ARISE to afford equal employment and
advancement opportunity to all qualified individuals without regard to race, creed, color, religion,
national origin, ancestry, sex, sexual orientation, age, physical or mental disability, marital status,
citizenship status, medical condition, or any other legally protected status. This policy extends to all
employees and to all aspects of the employment relationship, including the hiring of new employees and
the training, transfer, promotion, compensation and benefits of existing employees. To comply with
applicable laws ensuring equal employment opportunities to qualified individuals with a disability,
ARISE will make reasonable accommodations for the known physical or mental limitations of an
otherwise qualified individual with a disability who is an applicant or an employee unless undue hardship
would result. Any applicant or employee who requires an accommodation in order to perform the
essential functions of the job should contact a ARISE representative with day-to-day personnel
responsibilities and request such an accommodation. The individual with the disability should specify
what accommodation he or she needs to perform the job. ARISE then will conduct an investigation to
identify the barriers that interfere with the equal opportunity of the applicant or employee to perform his
or her job. ARISE will identify possible accommodations, if any, that will help eliminate the limitation. If
the accommodation is reasonable and will not impose an undue hardship, ARISE will make the
accommodation.

AMENDMENT TO PERSONNEL POLICIES
This Employment Handbook contains the employment policies and practices of ARISE in effect at the
time of publication. ARISE reserves the right to amend, delete or otherwise modify this Handbook at any
time provided that such modifications are in writing and approved by the School Director(s). Any written
changes to the Handbook will be distributed to all employees. No oral statements can in any way change
or alter the provisions of this Handbook.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT OF PERSONNEL HANDBOOK

PLEASE READ THE EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK AND SUBMIT A SIGNED COPY
OF THIS STATEMENT TO THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL(S).
EMPLOYEE NAME: _____________________________________
I ACKNOWLEDGE that I have received a copy of the Employee Handbook. I have read
and understood the contents of the Handbook, and I agree to abide by its directions and
procedures.
I have been given the opportunity to ask any questions I might have about the policies in
the Handbook. I understand that it is my responsibility to read and familiarize myself
with the policies and procedures contained in the Handbook.
I understand that the statements contained in the Handbook are guidelines for employees
concerning some of the School policies and benefits, and are not intended to create any
contractual or other legal obligations or to alter the at-will nature of my employment with
the School. In the event I do have an employment contract which expressly alters the atwill relationship, I agree to the foregoing except with reference to an at-will employment
status.
I understand that except for employment at-will status, any and all policies or practices
can be changed at any time by the School.
I understand that other than the School Principal(s) or designee, no supervisor or
representative of the School has authority to enter into any agreement, express or implied,
for employment for any specific period of time, or to make any agreement for
employment other than at-will; only the School Principal(s) or designee has the authority
to make any such agreement and then only in writing signed by the School Principal(s) or
designee.
Employee’s Signature: ___________________________________________
Date:_____________
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